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The desktop mount allows you to individually arrange monitors from 35". The monitors can be swiveled, tilted and rotated. The
integrated gas spring facilitates height adjustment. With quick release function.

- Perfectly adjusted ergonomic monitor position for all heights
- For monitors from 15" to 35" (VESA 75 / 100), up to 15 kg
- Monitors can be swiveled, tilted, rotated and height adjusted
- The integrated gas spring facilitates height adjustment
- Easy installation with clamp fixture on desk
- Quick-release function enables rapid attachment or removal of monitors
- Compact design with cable management
- Suitable for flat and curved displays
- Convenient table clamp with screw fastening
- Two mounting options: both table clamp and pass-through rod are included in the scope of delivery

With the universal monitor mount from DIGITUS®, you can conveniently attach a monitor with dimensions between 15" - 35" to your
desk using a clamp fixture. The quick release function also makes it easier for you to install the monitor. The VESA bracket is simply
inserted into the corresponding mount and automatically snaps in. Without a great deal of effort, you can arrange the monitor
according to your needs and swivel, tilt or rotate the monitor, for instance for monitors in portrait mode. Support of the integrated gas
spring facilitates height adjustment of the monitor. The monitor cables can be stored in an orderly fashion using the cable routing
included in delivery. Do a good deed for yourself and your health by adjusting your monitor optimally for your body and your sitting
position.

Zusammenfassung

The desktop mount allows you to individually arrange monitors from 35". The monitors can be swiveled, tilted and rotated. The
integrated gas spring facilitates height adjustment. With quick release function.

- Perfectly adjusted ergonomic monitor position for all heights
- For monitors from 15" to 35" (VESA 75 / 100), up to 15 kg
- Monitors can be swiveled, tilted, rotated and height adjusted
- The integrated gas spring facilitates height adjustment
- Easy installation with clamp fixture on desk
- Quick-release function enables rapid attachment or removal of monitors
- Compact design with cable management
- Suitable for flat and curved displays
- Convenient table clamp with screw fastening
- Two mounting options: both table clamp and pass-through rod are included in the scope of delivery



With the universal monitor mount from DIGITUS®, you can conveniently attach a monitor with dimensions between 15" - 35" to your
desk using a clamp fixture. The quick release function also makes it easier for you to install the monitor. The VESA bracket is simply
inserted into the corresponding mount and automatically snaps in. Without a great deal of effort, you can arrange the monitor according
to your needs and swivel, tilt or rotate the monitor, for instance for monitors in portrait mode. Support of the integrated gas spring
facilitates height adjustment of the monitor. The monitor cables can be stored in an orderly fashion using the cable routing included in
delivery. Do a good deed for yourself and your health by adjusting your monitor optimally for your body and your sitting position.

Digitus Universal Single Monitor Mount with Gas Spring and Clamp Mount, 75 x 75 mm, 100 x 100 mm, -45 - 45°, -90 - 90°, 360°,
Black

Digitus Universal Single Monitor Mount with Gas Spring and Clamp Mount. Maximum weight capacity: 15 kg, Minimum screen size:
38.1 cm (15"), Maximum screen size: 88.9 cm (35"), Minimum VESA mount: 75 x 75 mm, Maximum VESA mount: 100 x 100 mm. Tilt
angle range: -45 - 45°, Swivel angle range: -90 - 90°, Angle of rotation: 360°. Product colour: Black

 

Merkmale

  

Logistics data

UK Trade Tariff code 73269098

 

Design

Product colour Black
Housing material Aluminium, Plastic, Steel

 

Other features

Mounting Clamp
Country of origin China

 

Packaging content

Quick installation guide Yes
Mounting kit Yes

 

Weight & dimensions

Width 120 mm
Height 750 mm
Weight 5.35 kg
Arm length 57.5 cm

 

Packaging data

Quantity per pack 1 pair(s)
Package width 560 mm
Package depth 255 mm
Package height 110 mm
Package volume 15708 cm³
Package weight 6.47 kg
Package type Box

 

Ergonomics

Height adjustment Yes
Height adjustment type Gas spring
Tilt adjustment Yes
Tilt angle range -45 - 45°
Swivel angle range -90 - 90°
Rotating Yes
Angle of rotation 360°
Cable management Yes

 

Mounting

Minimum screen size 38.1 cm (15")
Maximum weight capacity 15 kg
Maximum screen size 88.9 cm (35")
Suitable for computer monitor Yes
Minimum VESA mount 75 x 75 mm
Maximum VESA mount 100 x 100 mm
Number of displays supported 1
Mounting type Desk

 

  Preisänderungen und Irrtümer vorbehalten. Alle Produkte solange der Vorrat reicht.  
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